Sample Size Motorized X Stage Scanner Performances

- 25 mm Z travel distance, 0.08 μm resolution, < 1 μm repeatability
- Travels up to 625 mm, ± 3 μm resolution

SPECIFICATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Specification</th>
<th>Y Range</th>
<th>Z Range</th>
<th>XY Resolution</th>
<th>Sensor Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample Size</td>
<td>512 mm</td>
<td>25 mm</td>
<td>0.15 nm</td>
<td>Park NX-TSH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorized X Stage</td>
<td>100 μm</td>
<td>Z Travel</td>
<td>100 μm × 100 μm</td>
<td>24-bit ADCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorized Y Stage</td>
<td>150 μm</td>
<td>Z Travel</td>
<td>150 μm × 150 μm</td>
<td>20-bit DACs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorized Z Stage</td>
<td>9 mm</td>
<td>Z Travel</td>
<td>9 mm × 9 mm</td>
<td>4 high-speed DAC channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorized Z Stage</td>
<td>9 mm</td>
<td>Z Travel</td>
<td>9 mm × 9 mm</td>
<td>2 high-speed ADC channels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All specifications are subject to change without notice. Please visit our website for the most up-to-date specifications.

Committed to Contribute to Impactful Science and Technological Development

More than 25 years ago, the foundations of Park Systems were laid at Stanford University, where Park Systems’ founder, Dr. Sang-il Park, worked in Prof. Calvin Quate’s group, the group that invented the world’s first AFM. After years of development, Dr. Park introduced the first commercial AFM to the world, thus starting the successful path of Park Systems. With good foresight, a superior product and keen business acumen, Park has positioned themselves as the dominant industry leader in AFM Nanoscale Metrology and in 2020, Park Systems will roll out their most exciting line of AFM products in their history.

Park Systems continuously strives to live up to the innovative spirit of its origin. Throughout its long journey, the company has been committed to provide advanced, accurate, and reliable AFM instrumentation, with revolutionary features such as True Non-Contact™ mode and PinPoint™ Nanomechanical AFM. Cutting-edge AFM automation features, like SmartScan™, make Park Systems AFMs not only extremely easy to use, but they also enable users to obtain outstanding results faster, more efficiently, and more accurately.

Park Systems
Enabling Nanoscale Advances

Park Systems Corporate Headquarters: +82-31-448-4800
Park Systems Europe: +49-211-46059-50
Park Systems Japan: +81-3-5210-8201
Park Systems China: +86-10-6244-4192
Park Systems SE Asia: +65-6251-1189

Gen 8+
Flat panel display glass

Fully Automated AFM solution
for OLED, 2D encoder, photomask and more

ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPE

Park NX-TSH
The automated Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) system for ultra large and heavy flat panel displays at nanoscale
Park NX-TSH
The industry's only automated Tip Scan Head for analyzing samples larger than 300 mm.

Designed for OLED, LCD and other large sample analysis

- Park Systems has scaled up its AFM tools for Gen8+ and all large flat panel displays with the Park NX-TSH (Tip Scanning Head) system
- Park NX-TSH is designed for large and heavy flat panel display glass and 2D encoders, with integrated micro probe stations for conductive AFM and electric defect analysis
- Park NX-TSH can scan up to 100 μm x 100 μm (x-y direction) and 15 μm (z direction)
- Park NX-TSH has a flexible chuck to accommodate large and heavy samples bigger than 300 mm engineered for OLED, LCD and other large sample analysis

As AFM metrology demand for larger flat panel displays increases, Park NX-TSH overcomes nanometrology challenges of large and heavy samples with the Tip Scanning Head and a gantry style air-bearing stage.

The Most Accurate, Reliable and Non-Destructive method for Large sample Analysis

- The sample is fixed on a sample chuck, and the tip scanning head attached to the gantry moves to the desired measurement positions on the surface sample
- The Park NX-TSH tip scanning head system therefore overcomes the limitations of sample size and weight since the sample is fixed on the sample chuck
- Park NX-TSH was developed specifically for manufacturers setting up fabs that produce next-generation flat panel displays with the objective of overcoming the 300 mm threshold limit
- Using conductive AFM, Park NX-TSH can measure the sample surface with optional probe stations that contact the sample surface and provide current into devices on the wafer.
Atomic force microscopy is the most accurate, and non-destructive, method of measuring samples at nanoscale

- With Park NX-TSH, reliable, high resolution AFM images can be obtained on OLEDs, LCDs, photomasks and more, using a proprietary gantry style bridge system – improving productivity and quality
- With Park NX-TSH you will get the images and metrology data you need for large and heavy samples such as flat panel display glass and 2D encoders

Park NX-TSH
AFM Technology

Industry Leading Low Noise Z Detector

Our AFMs are equipped with the most effective low noise Z detectors in the field, with a noise of 0.02 nm over large bandwidth. This produces highly accurate sample topography, no edge overshoot and no need for calibration. Just one of the many ways Park NX-TSH saves you time and gives you better data.

Accurate Sample Topography Measured by Low Noise Z Detector

- Uses low noise Z detector signal for topography
- Has low Z detector noise of 0.02 nm over large bandwidth
- Has no edge overshoot at the leading and trailing edges
- Needs calibration done only once at the factory

Sample: 1.2 μm Nominal Step Height
(9 μm x 1 μm, 2048 pixels x 128 lines)

No creep effect

No artifacts by AFM scanner in low noise closed-loop topography

- Uses low noise Z detector signal for topography
- Has no edge overshoot at the leading and trailing edges
- Needs calibration at the factory and maintenance purpose only

True Non-Contact™ Mode

True Non-Contact™ Mode is a scan mode unique to Park AFM systems that produces high resolution and accurate data by preventing destructive tip-sample interaction during a scan.

Accurate Feedback by Faster Z-servo enables True Non-Contact AFM

- Less tip wear → Prolonged high-resolution scan
- Non-destructive tip-sample interaction → Minimized sample modification
- Maintains non-contact scan over a wide range of samples and conditions

Unlike in contact mode, where the tip contacts the sample continuously during a scan, or in tapping mode, where the tip touches the sample periodically, a tip used in non-contact mode does not touch the sample. Because of this, use of non-contact mode has several key advantages. Scanning at the highest resolution throughout imaging is now possible as the tip’s sharpness is maintained. Non-contact mode avoids damaging soft samples as the tip and sample surface avoid direct contact.

Furthermore, non-contact mode senses tip-sample interactions occurring all around the tip. Forces occurring laterally to tip approach to the sample are detected. Therefore, tips used in non-contact mode can avoid crashing into tall structures that may suddenly appear on a sample surface. Contact and tapping modes only detect the force coming from below the tip and are vulnerable to such crashes.
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The cantilever oscillates just above the surface as it scans. Contact and tapping modes only detect the force coming from below the tip and are vulnerable to such crashes.
Park NX-TSH
The most innovative AFM technology in one powerful package

100 μm x 100 μm Flexure-Guided XY Scanner with Closed-loop Dual Servo System

The XY scanner consists of symmetrical 2-dimensional flexure and high-force piezoelectric stacks that provide highly orthogonal movement with minimal out-of-plane motion, as well as the high responsiveness essential for precise sample scanning at the nanometer scale. Two symmetric, low-noise position sensors are incorporated on each axis of the XY scanner to retain a high level of scan orthogonality for the largest scan ranges and sample sizes. The secondary sensor corrects and compensates for non-linear and non-planar positional errors caused by a single sensor alone.

15 μm High Speed Z Scanner with Low Noise Position Sensor

The NX-TSH provides you with unprecedented accuracy in topography height measurement by utilizing its ultra-low noise Z detector instead of the commonly used Z voltage signal that is non-linear in nature. This industry leading low noise Z detector replaces the applied Z voltage as the topography signal. Driven by a high-force piezoelectric stack and guided by a flexure structure, the standard Z scanner has a high resonant frequency of enabling more accurate feedback. The maximum Z scan range can be extended from 15 μm to 40 μm with the optional long range Z scanner.

Automatic Measurement Control so you can get accurate scans with less work

The NX-TSH is equipped with automated software that makes operation nearly effortless. Just select the desired measurement program to get precise multi-site analysis with optimized settings for cantilever tuning, scan rate, gain, and set point parameters.

Park’s user-friendly software interface gives you the flexibility to create customized operation routines so you can access the full power of the NX-TSH and get the measurements you need.

Creating new routines is easy. It takes about 10 minutes to make one from scratch, or less than five minutes to modify an existing one.

Automatic Tip Exchanger (ATX)

The ATX automatically locates tips by pattern recognition and uses a novel magnetic approach to disengage a used tip and pick up a new tip. The laser spot is then automatically aligned by motorized positioning technique.

Ionization System for a more stable scanning environment

Our innovative ionization system quickly and effectively removes electrostatic charges in your sample’s environment. Since the system always generates and maintains the ideal balance of positive and negative ions, it can create an extremely stable environment with little contamination of the surrounding area and minimal risk of accidental electrostatic charge during sample handling.